Goal 2: Recognize and carefully assess the intrinsic natural value, the cultural value, the pedagogical value, and the commercial economic value of University land.

**Recommended Actions:**
- Maximize use of land and natural resources in education and research and coordinate awareness of this use through the ABG.
- Collect information on academic use of the land and landscape and incorporate into botanical collection information while strengthening programmatic relevance of landscapes throughout campus.
- Inventory historical assets, including heritage tree designations, significant architecture and planning examples, and implement historic preservation policies.
- Evaluate and quantify the ecosystem services provided by natural resources.

Goal 3: Reveal campus heritage significance and develop strategies to preserve and enhance valued existing campus landscapes and plan and develop new open spaces and botanical gardens.

**Recommended Actions:**
- Inventory historical assets.
- Implement historic preservation policies.
- Interpret campus heritage through print, landmarks, and web sites.